Follow the steps below for mounting the light on wall.

1. Turn the light backwards so that its flat back faces you. (See the picture on the right.)
2. Push the switch (initially at the OFF position) to the AUTO position.
3. Find a wall that receives direct sunshine. Follow the directions on the back side of this sheet to install the mounting screw.
4. Turn the light around so that the front faces you.
5. Hold the light and then align the screw hole on the back of the light with the screw in the wall.
6. Push the light over the screw and pull down slightly. Carefully try to pull the light straight away from the wall. If the light resists movement then it is installed properly. If you can pull it off easily then you may have to back the screw away from the wall. Then attempt to place the screw hole over the screw and pull down slightly again.

The solar panel receives sunlight and converts it into electricity. The electricity is stored in the rechargeable battery inside the light housing. The light will automatically turn on at dusk and off at dawn. If the light receives a full charge during the day the battery should last about 8 hours at night.

Specifications:
- **Dimensions:** 7-7/8”W (20cm) x 10-15/16”H (27.78cm) x 3-3/4”D (9.52cm)
- **Lamp:** 3 lamp 0.2 watt L.E.D.S 2 White L.E.D.S and 1 Yellow L.E.D. (Dim)
- **Battery:** 1pcs AA size 600mA/3.2V Li Fe P04 battery
- **Solar panel:** 0.15W, 4.5V, 35mAh, 17% efficiency 3 years
- **Motion sensor:** 5~6m (16 to 19 feet), 120degree, Fresnel lens
- **Ray sensor:** <30Lux
- **Main Material:** ABS
- **Solar charging time:** 8Hrs
- **Lighting mode:** Off/Dim/Bright
### Mounting to Drywall

Drill a 3/16” (5mm) hole in the drywall.

Insert the drywall anchor provided.

Insert the screw and tighten it leaving about 3/16” (5mm) sticking out.

Return to substep 4 on the reverse side of this page.

---

### Mounting to Wood Siding or Plywood Wall

Drill a 1/16” (1.5mm) hole in the wood about 1/2” (13mm) deep.

Insert the screw into the hole and tighten it leaving about 3/16” (5mm) sticking out.

Return to substep 4 on the reverse side of this page.

---

### Mounting to a Play Set

Drill a 1/16” (1.5mm) hole in the wood of the play set wall about 1/2” (13mm) deep.

Use the screw recommended by the play set manufacturer and drive it into the hole leaving about 3/16” (5mm) sticking out.

Return to substep 4 on the reverse side of this page.